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RE 

Lent 

Make links about various stories showing how people in 

Gospels were transformed by Jesus and the way Christians 

keep the season of Lent 

Consider the statement - ‘Jesus came for outsiders’ 

Think about own transformations 

Holy Week 

To understand the events of the Last Supper and how these 

are represented in artwork 

To understand the importance of Jesus and the Last Supper 

and what this looks like in mass 

 

 

Catholic 

Social 

Teaching: 

Distributive 

Justice 

and 

Promoting 

Peace 

 

 

Relationship & Health Education 

When things feel bad 

Bullying – what it is and how we deal with it 

Sharing and chatting online 

Keeping safe on line 

Only being kind on the internet 

 

Physical Contact 

What is acceptable and not acceptable 

Responding to physical contact 

Trusted adults 

 

SHARING ONLINE and CHATTING ONLINE 

Using technology safely. 

Learning to keep ourselves and others safe online. 

Think about what we can say, watch, hear that 

makes it good and bad for others or us. 

Learn what should we do if we come across 

materials or messages that make us unhappy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geography – Investigating Coasts 

What are coasts and how are they formed? 

• What is the process of erosion and how does it affect the physical features of a coastal landscape? 

• What coastal management strategies are used to protect the coast from further erosion? 

• Would you prefer to visit a sandy or a shingle beach?  

• Will building a hotel on the coast be positive or negative for the environment and local community? 

• What is an OS map and how do we use it to investigate about a new place? 

 

DT 

Design, make 

and Evaluate 

bread 

 

Science  

Plants 

Identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, leaves and flowers 

Explore the requirements of plants for life and growth  
Investigate the way in which water is transported within plants 
Explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of flowering plants, including pollination, seed formation and seed 
dispersal. 

 

 

 

Time  

• Estimate and read time to the nearest minute 

• Know how many seconds are in a minute, how many days are in a month, year and leap year.  

• Tell the time on a clock face. Even if it uses Roman numerals.  

• Use a 24-hour and 12-hour clock. 

Money 

• Add and subtract money to give change 

• Recognise the value of coins 

Fractions 

• find fractions of numbers 

• identify and show equivalent fractions 

• compare fractions with the same denominator 

• count up and down in tenths 

• add and subtract fractions with the same denominators 

• solve fraction problems 

• write 1/10 as 0.1 and 3/10 as 0.3 

 

 

PE: 

Athletics 

Music - 

Recorders 

Computing 

Email 

British Values  

Rule of Law  

English - Book Study: Tin Forest- Writing A Diary in role of the character of the book 

Features of a diary: 

The date, informal tone, the greeting – Dear Diary, organised into paragraphs 

Conjunctions – ‘although’, ‘if’ and ‘however’  

Conjunctions are words that connect sentences, together to make longer, more descriptive sentences. 

Adverbs of time and place – then, next, soon, therefore, always, yesterday, here, eventually, later, now, frequently, inside, outside, everywhere 

Prepositions – before, after, during, in, because of, above, below, under, through, on, beside, due to, with 

Prepositions describe location, place and time. 


